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Flames and Flares: 
Training for Emergencies
At right Wayne Oliveira, FL65 and Fairhaven Fire 
Department, demonstrates fire extinguisher use at a 
day long FL65 emergency training event organized 
by Aaron Leger FSO-MT.  About 30 attended and 
several took the opportunity to put out the fire.  
Flare operation and other activities were also 
demonstrated and practiced “hands-on.”  (Photo 
D.Mitchell) More photos on page 3.

Boating Safety Week
Photo from L. Carlson
The photo was taken at West Marine on May 20 to 
kick off National Safe Boating Week. Left to right 

are Ed Herman, Joyce 
C o c k e a n d K a r e n 
Souza s ta f fing an 
informational table.  
Other Safe Boating 
a c t i v i t i e s i n c l u d e 
courses and Vessel 
Safety Checks.

Operations: Patrol Zero and 
PPE:  Why Knives ? 
At right are (from left) Mike Mulroy, Bob Joseph, 
Mel issa Fox and Margie Joseph.  With 
photographer D. Mitchell they crewed FL65 “Patrol 
Zero”, the first on water patrol of the season.
This season knives are required for crew on patrols.  
The reasons are on page 2.
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Commander’s Message:  
Marjorie Green Joseph 

The calendar says it’s almost summer and the nearly full marina says 
it’s boating season. Unfortunately, the weather just isn’t feeling like 
summer down here on the South Coast, but I have no doubt it’s 
coming!

Safe Boating Week included various activities such as vessel safety 
checks and other educational events. More are scheduled throughout 
the summer. Suddenly in Command continues to be very successful 
with two well attended classes and two more to go. There also will be 
more attention paid to paddlecraft safety over the summer with two 
classes specifically designed for people who use kayaks, canoes and 
stand up paddleboards. Our web site will list the dates for these Public 
Education classes as they are scheduled.

We also had a successful Emergency Preparedness Training Day that was very well attended. One 
participant told me that even though he has been a boater for many years, he learned many things he 
had never considered such as how to actually use flares, plug a hole, or how to get someone who 
has fallen overboard back on to the boat. Much like Suddenly in Command, the day gave people a 
hands-on opportunity to practice skills they hope they never need.

In addition to stories and photos related to all of our early season events, this newsletter contains 
information about how to report your time spent in USCGAux activities and why it matters. 

The June flotilla meeting will celebrate the 75th anniversary of Flotilla 65. This is a great time to 
recognize all of the good work done by the flotilla. Please join us on June 28 at 7:30pm.

Have a safe and fun summer !

Margie

Why Knives?
This season boat crew are required to carry knives.  The new requirement is part of a general 
upgrade and standardization of equipment directed from the gold side.  Knives were “suggested” in 
the past for rapid response if a line needed cutting - such as a tow line to a suddenly sinking towed 
vessel.  
Recently, a man on Martha’s Vineyard was carried overboard and drowned due to being wrapped in a 
line: fishing gear.  Without a tethered knife to cut away the line he was helpless.  A tethered knife 
offers one last chance.    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Emergency Training Photos 
Counterclockwise from above:  Aaron 
Leger makes a point and enjoys a coffee at 
the event kickoff; Wayne Oliveira explains 
fire extinguishing to the group; Gene 
Connors puts out the fire; members light 
signal flares; and a smoke signal flare is 
demonstrated.  Can you see me NOW?

Photos D. Mitchell and R. Joseph.



Member Training Opportunity
by Aaron Leger FSO-MT
CPR class on Saturday, 8am-2pm, 8 July 2017 (1 Day). This class is free (approx. $6.00 if you need 
certification card) and is open to all Division 6 members (limited to 30 students). Please sign up by 
sending information (name, member #, phone #, & e-mail) to aaron.leger@comcast.net or by website 
at   http://a0130605.uscgaux.info/training.html .        
This CPR course is the ASHI CPR/AED/Basic First Aid certification course and is valid for 2 years. 
There might be a small fee, around $6.00 if the member needs a certification card. If no certification 
card is required or wanted, the course should be free.Thank you and let me know if you need 
anything else or have any questions.
AARON A. LEGER, USCG Auxiliary District 1 North D-AD, Div 6 SO-HR, 65 FSO-MT

Member Hours - Why?
by VFC Andy Butler 
The Coast Guard judges the activity of the Auxiliary and allots resources based on reported hours. It 
is critical that each member track and fully report the work they do to support the mission of the Coast 
Guard Auxiliary. Reporting hours allows members to have their contributions recognized and helps 
the auxiliary get more resources to support future efforts of our flotilla. No matter how small or large 
your efforts are they are an important contribution to the auxiliary and we cannot encourage you 
enough to help and volunteer and then report your hours!

Member Hours - Who?
by VFC Andy Butler 
These are FL65 members who reported more than 100 hours in 2016.  But everyone’s hours - no 
matter how many - are important.  ( A full work year with no holidays and vacations is 52 weeks x 40 
hours per week  =  2080 hours!)

1- David McClure 2495
2- Marion Pope 1190
3- Caroline McClure 951
4- Laurel Carlson 822
5- Ken Mingola 727
6- Aaron Leger 471
7- Dan Pope 453
8- Mary Baumgartner 345
9- Andrew Butler 229
10- Jeff Santos 193
11- Michael Frates 181
12- Paul Wesoly 170
13- Rona Trachtenberg 148
14- Dennis Pacheco 132
15- Stuart Dickinson 121
16- William Anderson 109
17- Bob Joseph 101
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Member Hours - How to Report Training Hours?
by Laurel Carlson FSO-IS 

Many of us spend time each year in training. It may be online courses such as the Mandated Training or a 
classroom course. You also may be attending a required workshop such as this year’s Operations workshop.  
This article will provide some helpful hints in how to report the hours you spend as a student in training.

Most training time will be reported to the FSO-IS using the ANSC 7029 form and code 99D- Member Training. 
The form is a web form that you can find at 
http://webforms.cgaux.org/

You log into the form using your member number and the password you use to log into the Auxiliary Training 
website (this is called your member zone password).

The web form allows you to list by date the time you spend in training. You should include time spent driving to 
and from a class, time spent in class, time spent studying between classes, time spent taking an online course, 
time spent driving to and from a workshop. It would looks something like the following:

Notice that all the time is in the column labelled “99D”. This is the member training time column.
Also notice that mileage is reported for each classroom session you had to travel to and expenses are reported 
if you purchased anything for the class that you were not reimbursed for.

Providing a little detail in your mission description is very helpful to the FSO-IS.  For example, if the member 
does not say “travel only” for the 1 HR TCT line item, I don’t know if they are reporting travel time or the 1 hr. of 
class time.

This brings up the subject of workshops. Notice in the example, that the class time as well as travel is included 
for the AUXSEA Class but the 1 HR TCT is only travel time. Workshops are reported differently from other 
classes we take in the Auxiliary. Workshops are usually mandatory requirements to maintain qualifications for 
Boat Crew, Vessel Examiners or Instructors or they are classroom- presented Mandated Training workshops. 

At a workshop, the instructor will prepare an attendance form (ANSC 7039). The form will be turned in to the 
FSO-IS to record the name of the Instructor and the students as well as the time spent in the workshop and the 
type of workshop. Only official workshops (those authorized by the Commandant) are reported this way. In 
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2017, official workshops will include 1 Hr. Team Coordination Training (TCT), 4/8 HR TCT, the Operations 
Workshop (due before June 1) and the Mandated Training Workshops if done in a classroom setting.  

How often should you report your time?  The Coast 
Guard asks that we report training time no less than 
quarterly. That means that you don’t need to submit a 
7029 for each week but you should this about submitting 
it monthly or within 30 days of completing the classes 
you have taken. 

The Coast Guard relies on us to report our training time 
so they can develop a budget that is adequate to 
support our training needs. That is why it is critical for all 
members who are taking Auxiliary training to report the 
time they spend on this activity. If you are interested in 
Member Training Opportunities, please visit the Flotilla 
website or contact the FSO-MT, Aaron Ledger.  If you 
have questions about reporting your training time, 
please contact the FSO-IS, Laurel Carlson at ljcarlson950@juno.com.

Member Hours - How to Report Patrol Hours?
by Laurel Carlson FSO-IS 

The summer patrol season is underway. Flotilla 65 has an amazing team of people in the Boat Crew program 
and it is one of our key mission areas.  In the spirit of the season, I thought I would provide some quick 
thoughts on how Boat Crew Missions should be reported to the Coast Guard.

Boat crew missions start on the computer where the Coxswain or boat owner puts in a request for orders from 
the Coast Guard through the Auxiliary Order Management System (AOM). The request for orders need to be 
fairly specific and must indicate the reason for getting underway as well as the intended crew. NOTE: If the 
owner of an Operation Facility or OPFAC has not completed Mandated Training, the OPFAC will not be able to 
get orders even if the coxswain applying for the orders has completed Mandated Training.

On the day of the mission, the crew assembles at the vessel and gets underway. The coxswain or boat owner 
must amend the orders for any crew changes, changes in the patrol type (e.g. from a Regatta Mission to a 
Search and Rescue Mission), and files the information necessary to get reimbursed for fuel and maintenance. 

When the orders are closed out in AOM, the system automatically reports the mission to the Auxiliary Data 
Management System including the hours underway, any mission changes and the crew.  The reported hours 
are used to prove that the coxswain and crew are maintaining currency with their Boat Crew qualification.  Only 
the Coxswain reports the mission, the crew need not file any additional or separate forms. 

Once someone is qualified as an Auxiliary Crew or Coxswain, they must perform a minimum of 12 hours per 
year underway on patrol, take the 1 hr. Team Coordination Training (TCT) annually, take a 4 hour TCT course 
every five years and get their crew skills tested every three years by a qualified examiner (called a QE check 
ride).  Only if the activity is reported properly can currency be maintained.

While the reporting procedure for underway hours sounds simple, there are some data management system 
rules that have to be followed that not all coxswains or boat owners are aware of.   In some cases, the IS 
Officer may need to make changes to the reported data to comply with the rules.  Here are some of the 
situations where IS may make adjustments to the reported record:
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• If the crew changes mid-mission, this must be noted in the remarks section. The IS Officer will go into 
the AOM record and check for this and adjust the mission crew accordingly. 

• When doing Qualification Examiner (QE) check rides, the QE is never reported in AOM as a member of 
the crew. The QE must file a separate form for the mission. They still get credit for the underway hours 
on the vessel during the QE check ride.

• If you have a different crew for the trailering portion of a mission than for the underway portion, that 
must be in the remarks in AOM and adjusted by the IS officer after the 7030 for the mission has been 
placed in AUXDATA. All members claiming time in a Trailering mission must be in the vehicle towing the 
boat.

• 23A Standby Bravo Status (Air or 
Boat). The AUXMAN prohibits 
reporting standby time unless the 
coxswain/ pilot/ full crew required 
are in uniform at the location of the 
OPFAC ready to deploy/launch. If 
crew members are missing/ not 
present or not in uniform, this is not 
authorized standby time even if the 
whole crew is standing around 
waiting for one person to show up.

• Government Support codes should 
be reported only as directed by CG. 
If the station is reporting 41 (federal 
support), the vessel reports 41 
(federal support).

• CG Crew Augmentation (26) - 
Auxiliarist must hold a Coast Guard 
boat or Air Qualification (not Auxiliary) and the Auxiliarist would NEVER be assigned “lead”. Simply 
taking a ride on a CG vessel is NOT crew Augmentation.

Finally, the Coxswain and the Coast Guard usually determine what type of mission to request orders for. In 
Division 6, we use “Training” (22A) heavily- something that is not done consistently across the country. A 
Training mission cannot be diverted by the Coast Guard for a Search and Rescue (SAR), nor does the time 
count towards the time for the annual award given for underway time (60 hr. /yr.). Since every mission 
underway has an element of training and we must be crewed appropriately to get underway, it is recommended 
that the Marine Observation Mission code be used- even if doing training.

Boat Crew is a very exciting program that the Auxiliary offers its members. The training is rigorous but the 
activity is rewarding. Anyone interested in joining the Boat Crew program should contact the Flotilla Staff 
Officer for Member Training, Aaron Leger.

Vessel Safety Check, Program Visitor and Paddlecraft Hours - see April 2017 Newsletter issue.
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2017 “Patrol Zero” (see page 1) photo D. Mitchell



Ready For 
Sailing!
photo J. Warters

The bottom is painted, 
topsides buffed and 
waxed and repairs 
completed.  Marsby 
Warters awaits a tow 
from his driveway to the 
boat ramp and mast 
stepping.

Under these 
circumstances “bow 
riding” seems OK.

Happy safe boating 
season! 
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As a matter of policy, rosters of names, addresses and telephone numbers shall not be made available to the general public 
or any outside organization. Privacy of all rosters shall be safeguarded and the page clearly labeled. The publication of these 

rosters on any computer online service including the Internet is prohibited by the Privacy Act of 1974.
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